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Abstract
The present paper, an homage to B. Laufer’s “Asbestos and Salamander” (1915), adds
South Asia to the story of a remarkable Eurasian cultural meme meant to explain the
presence of fire-proof cloth after its manufacturing technology was forgotten, namely
that asbestos was the fur of a mythical animal. I argue that none of our Sanskrit dic-
tionaries contain the correct meaning of the term agniśauca, which does indeedmean
asbestos. The widely shared motif explains why in Sanskrit literature too we have ani-
mals (a nondescriptmṛga) by the same name. I examine textual passages from kāvya,
purāṇas, as well as Buddhist sūtras and śāstras, to elucidate this topic. I also cite some
evidence that in the period between the 9th and the 11th c. some areas of India still
possessed knowledge of asbestos manufacturing. However, as for where and when the
correlation was first made, I must leave the question open.
Keywords
agniśauca – asbestos – South Asian material culture – Sanskrit lexicography – kāvya –
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1 Introduction:What Is agniśauca?
In vain would a person curious about details (and prone to get lost in them)
look for the true meaning of the Sanskrit word agniśauca in the hefty lexico-
graphical aids we have at our disposal. The Great and the Short Petersburg
Dictionaries contain only two synonyms, vahniśuddha and vahnidhauta, as
adjectives ‘rein wie [/das] Feuer’ to some kind of cloth. Monier-Williams has
agniśauca as ‘a fine muslin garment’. Apte sees it as an adjective, ‘bright as fire;
purified by fire’. The PuneDictionary ismore generous: fromherewe gather not
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only that agniśauca (and its synonym analaśauca) can describe a kind of cloth
(vastra, vāsas, vasana, aṃśuka, cīra), but that it also occurs as a noun, and that
it can also refer to some kind of deer (eṇaka, sāraṅga), which is in the curious
habit of cleansing itself in fire.
I gave away the solution in the title, because I could not resist the temptation
of thus paying homage to a masterful essay by Berthold Laufer (1915) which for
me not only provided the solution to a seemingly minor philological problem,
but also opened a vast vista, a cultural meme shared across the Eurasian land-
mass fromLate Antiquity into the EarlyModern. The twomeanings are related:
the agniśauca cloth cleansed in fire is asbestos and the agniśauca animalwash-
ing itself in fire is what cultures on the western side of Eurasia once knew as
the mythical salamander, but which in India appears either as a nondescript
beast (mṛga) or some sort of deer.
The quest for the meaning of the word agniśauca for the present author
started in 2013 with a then unknown manuscript fragment, a passage from a
tantric Buddhist ritual manual.1 The paragraph in question described a ritual
meant to protect a polity. The ritualist (mantrin) should visualise in the sky
a blazing five-pronged sceptre (vajra), whose rays sweep over the polity he
intends to protect, burning all its ails and troubles but at the same time leaving
it and its inhabitants intact. The author says that this process is in the man-
ner of theagniśauca cloth (agniśaucavastranyāyena).This expressionmademe
pause and after having realised that themeanings provided by our standard ref-
erences are unsatisfactory, it gave me a few good weeks’ worth of delightful if
at times troublesome research experience.
Let us first look at the loci recommended by the dictionaries.2
2 The Petersburg Dictionary Family
The Great Petersburg Dictionary is silent for agniśauca, but does contain an
entry for a synonym, vahniśuddha.3 It is interpreted as an adjective, ‘rein wie
1 Nowpublished in Szántó (2015a). Also see a somewhat embarrassing addition I published pri-
vately here: https://www.academia.edu/14142655/Addenda_to_2015a_Minor_Vajrayāna_Text
s_III. It is now clear that the author of this work is Divākaracandra, who flourished in the
second half of the 11th c., before 1101 ce.
2 I wish to note that not all references were available to me and even from among those that I
havemanaged to locate Iwill discuss only themore important ones.The twoSanskrit-Sanskrit
dictionaries I could check, the Vācaspatya (Bhaṭṭācārya 1873) and the Śabdakalpadruma
(Vasu and Vasu 1886), do not contain relevant entries.
3 Böhtlingk and Roth (1871: 873).
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Feuer’, and only a single work with numerous loci is referenced. This is the so-
called Nāradapañcarātra.4 The editor of this text enthusiastically introduces
it as “one of the oldest, if not the very first, specimen of Vaishṇava literature
in Sanscrit.” However, in a brief but very useful overview, Farquhar5 dissected
the text and argued that books I and ii, the loci the Great Petersburg Dictio-
nary used, are later parts. He reasoned that these books display Rādhā-Vallabhī
elements, which is to say that they must date from later than 1585 ce, which is
when the said school was founded.6 This part of the text then is a rather late
one.
All the occurrences cited by the dictionary are adjectives to a kind of cloth
(vastra or aṃśuka): in 1.7.47 a charioteer is decorated with vahniśuddhāṃśuka,
1.8.5 describes chapels in Nārada’s āśrama decorated with the same, in 1.11.9
we have the same as a gift of Brahmā, in 1.11.28 the same but now in a pair
as a gift of Agni, in 1.12.19 cloths numbering three lakhs are ornamenting a
divine chariot, three verses later (a locus not noted by Böhtlingk and Roth)
we have the same ornamenting a youth in the chariot and we are told that
its colour is yellow (pīta), in 1.14.60 it functions as clothing, in 2.4.4 as divine
clothing, and in 2.4.24 we find the cloth again in a pair and as a gift of devo-
tion.7
The Short Petersburg Dictionary contains an entry for yet another synonym,
vahnidhauta.8This too is givenas anadjective, ‘reinwiedasFeuer’ and the refer-
ence sends us toWeber.9 Here the word is revealed to come from amanuscript
of one of the recensions of the Siṃhāsanadvātriṃśikā, a popular narrative
work centred on the figure of King Vikramāditya. We read that the king is sent
a throne accompanied by a vahnidhauta cloth. The recension the aforemen-
tioned manuscript is part of is the Jaina one, for which Edgerton argues that it
cannot be earlier than the 13th c.10
4 Banerjea (1865).
5 Farquhar (1926).
6 Farquhar (1920: 318).
7 Talking of vastra as a pair or using the dual is explained by the classical custom of giv-
ing cloth in twos. When worn, these are known as the uttarīyam and the adhovāsas or
any of their synonyms. Henceforth I will ignore the numeric issue. It is worth noting that
cloth was not always worn, but sometimes functioned as currency along with silver. This
was noted by the KoreanmonkHye-Ch’o (Chinese Huichao) during his travels to theWest
between 723–729 ce, see Yang et al. (1984: 43).
8 Böhtlingk (1886: 51).
9 Weber (1878: 293).
10 Edgerton (1926: liii).
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In the additions to the Short Petersburg Dictionary,11 we find a hesitant
interpretation: ‘etwa: ein Gewand von Byssus oder Nesseltuch’, with the source
given as the Buddhist Kāraṇḍavyūhasūtra. This locus was perhaps suggested
by Monier-Williams, but since Schmidt provides a precise reference ([p.] 78,
[l.] 23), it could have been the case that he found it himself. As we will see,
Schmidt was right to exercise caution when proposing the meaning.
3 Monier-Williams
Monier-Williams noted only one source for the word, the Buddhist Kāraṇḍa-
vyūhasūtra.12 He most likely availed himself of Satyavrata Sāmaśramī’s 1879
Calcutta edition, as did Schmidt.13 This is based on aNepalesemanuscript from
the late 12th c. and is full of corruptions.14 It is clear to me that the interpreta-
tion ‘a fine muslin garment’ must be that of the then Boden Professor, because
the Great Petersburg Dictionary, a constant source of inspiration for Monier-
Williams (to put it diplomatically), is silent on this point. However, I think that
the provided English equivalent was mere guesswork on his part.
The word occurs in a list of gifts the bodhisattva Sarvanīvaraṇaviṣkambhin
brings to a preacher (dharmabhāṇaka) residing in Benares:15
[…] for worship he gathered divine (i.e. splendid, quality) parasols, divine
sandals, […] Benares cloths, agniśauca cloths, and all kinds of other
cloths, […].
Monier-Williams must have reasoned that since immediately before the word
in question we have the prized loom-work of Benares weavers,16 it too must
11 Schmidt (1928: 7).
12 Monier-Williams (1899: 1309). This is in an appendix to the second edition. On the rela-
tionship between the Petersburg dictionary and Monier-Williams, see Steiner (2020).
13 Samasrami (1879: 78). I have not seen the rare 1872 Serampore edition and Buddhadev
Bhattacharya’s 2016 edition is not available to me at present.
14 The rightfully maligned but pervasively available ‘edition’ by Vaidya is based on the Cal-
cutta publication, as pointed out by Mette (1997: 164). Also see Studholme (2002: 16–17)
citing an earlier assessment byMette. Studholme’s note on p. 162 cites Bendall who traced
Sāmaśramī’s manuscript which bears the date 1196 ce.
15 Samasrami (1879: 78–79), Vaidya (1961: 298): atha Sarvanīvaraṇaviṣkambhī (Samasrami:
°ṇīvaraṇa°) […] saṃprasthitaḥ. tasya dharmabhāṇakasya pūjākarmaṇe (Samasrami: °ka-
rmaṇo) divyāni chattrāṇi divyāni upānahāni […] kāśikavastrāṇy agniśaucavastrāṇi ca
anyāni ca vividhāni vastrāṇi […] gṛhītvā yena Vārāṇasī mahānagarī tenopajagāma.
16 This also became a generic term, as suggested by Ratnākaraśānti in his Sāratamā (Jaini
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mean some sort of fine garment. However, the passage does not reveal any-
thing more than the fact that the agniśauca cloth was something prized and
suitable for a fine gift.
The date of the Kāraṇḍavyūhasūtra is not a settled issue. Studholme17 pro-
poses that it dates from as early as the late 4th or the early 5th c. This is
also broadly the opinion of Mette, who edited the Gilgit fragments, which
were penned before ca. 630 ce.18 Unfortunately, this passage does not survive
in these early witnesses.19 While it is not out of the question that the word
agniśaucavastra was present in the early strata, I prefer to remain cautious
until a proper critical edition is achieved or more early fragments are found.
At least one early East Indian witness suggests that we should not be bold in
positing its presence at the very inception, as here the word is not transmit-
ted.20
The Tibetan translation dates from the late Imperial Period.21 For the word
in question we find simplymas [=mes] bgru ba’i gos, “cloth washed/cleansed in
fire.”TheChinese translationdates from983ceand Iwill ignore it here, because
we have earlier sources to discuss.22
1979: 196): kāśikavastraṃ vārāṇaseyakaṃ divyaṃ vā. Note that divya does not necessarily
suggest divine origin, cf. the now somewhat antiquated informal English usage of ‘divine’.
17 Studholme (2002: 14). He also proposes a Kashmiri provenance.
18 Mette (1997: 9).Mette and Sakuma (2017: xix–xx) has “either in the 6th century or the early
part of the 7th century.”
19 Mette (1997: 153) edits the passage from a late Nepalese manuscript. This is much bet-
ter constituted than Samasrami’s (and Vaidya’s) text, but this does not make a difference
for the matter at hand. In the most up-to-date overview of the Gilgit hoard, von Hinüber
(2014: 107, based on information from Klaus Wille) pointed out a further fragment (parts
of folios 62 and 63), which is now published by Mette and Sakuma (2017). I thank Klaus
Wille for providing a transcript of this fragment, which does not contain anything relevant
for the passage I discuss here.
20 This is an undated witness penned in Pāla style, National Archives Kathmandu 4–1631 =
NepalGermanManuscript PreservationProject reel no. B 23/3, folio 74r. However, another,
probably even older manuscript (National Archives Kathmandu 3–359 = Nepal German
Manuscript Preservation Project reel no. A 39/5, dated Nepālasamvat 88 = ca. 968 ce,
folio 39r) does transmit it.
21 Tōhoku no. 116 (for the passage, see 236a). Roberts and Yeshi (2013: i.13) argue for a date
between 815 and 824 ce. In their translation the word is mysteriously skipped.
22 T1050. The pervasive error that there existed two earlier translations, one from 270 ce and
one from 435–443 ce is due to a misidentification, as pointed out by Studholme (2002:
9).
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4 Apte
As for Apte,23 here we are in a better position at least as far as the dating is
concerned. He sends the reader to the Kādambarī prose romance, or more
precisely, to its latter part. The author of the Kādambarī is the famous Bāṇa-
bhaṭṭa, who flourished in the first half of the 7th c. However, the locus we are
interested in is found in the second part, which was authored by his son, com-
monly known as Bhūṣaṇabhaṭṭa, after his father passed away leaving a master-
piece unfinished.This poet, via a protagonist acting asmessenger, describes the
eponymous heroine thus:24
citraṃ cedam! makaraketuhutabhujā dahyamānam apy agniśaucam
aṃśukam iva nitarāṃ nirmalībhavati lāvaṇyam.
That is to say:
But how strange! Although burnt by the fire (lit. ‘the oblation eater’) of
Kāma (lit. ‘the one with the crocodile25 banner’), her beauty becomes all
the more spotless, just like the agniśauca cloth.
Translators of this passage offer the following interpretations: the cloth
becomes whiter due to the expert handling of a washerman,26 or because it is
purified by fire without any further explanation,27 or because it was purified by
the fire-god Agni.28 Siddhacandra, the Jain commentator active at the court of
Emperor Akbar (r. 1556–1605 ce) is not very helpful either, as his gloss is quite
23 Apte (1957: 17).
24 I quote the text from the edition of Peterson (1889: 252). Punctuation mine.
25 For this meaning of makara and not ‘dolphin’, etc., see Vogel (1957: 561–564).
26 Kane (1913: 144): “[…] like a piece of cloth (which becomes whiter) when purified by heat
(at a washerman’s). agninā śaucaṃ yasya.”
27 Scharpé (1937: 145): “En wat wonder is, is dat haar lichaamsglans, niettegenstaande deze
door het liefdevuur verschroeidwordt, toch volkommen vlekkeloos blijft: een kleed gelijk,
dat door het vuur gereinigd is.” [“And what is a miracle is that the radiance of her body,
in spite of the fact that it is being burned by the fire of love, nonetheless remains com-
pletely spotless, like a garment that has been purified by fire.”] Rajappa (2010: 258): “But
how very strange indeed, the more the fire of Manmatha burns the more flawlessly bril-
liant her beauty becomes, like the cloth purified by fire.” I do not have access to Vasant
Ramachandra Nerurkar’s 1915 translation (Bombay: Oriental Publishing Company).
28 Layne (1991: 248): “Strangely enough, the sheen of her body, scorched by the Makara-
banneredGod’s fire, remains completely spotless, like a silk garment that hasbeenpurified
by Agni.”
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feeble and ultimately wrong: the image is not an utprekṣā (poetic fancy) but an
upamā (simile).29 The slightly later and otherwise very learned Arjunapaṇḍita
is also unobliging, as he simply tells us about the standard property of the cloth:
it does not burn to ashes but becomes purer when thrown into fire.30 A mod-
ern Sanskrit commentator tells us that according to tradition, in days of yore
there was such a cloth, which was purified in fire.31 Bhūṣaṇa’s image, however
obscure, remained celebrated even in late mediaeval times.32
5 The Pune Dictionary
I shall examine only a few of the works mentioned by the Pune Dictionary
under the headword agniśauca33 and analaśauca (‘purified by heat’),34 a syn-
onym. I list the occurrences in chronological order adding data from related
sources such as commentaries or secondary literature.
The Mārkaṇḍeyapurāṇa (ca. 8th c.) passage we can see in the quotation in
n. 31 here, because theDurgāsaptaśatī (orDevīmāhātmya) is part of thiswork.35
However, the passage is not very revealing: we come to know only that the pair
of cloths was the gift of Agni to the demon Śumbha.36
29 Parab and Paṇsîkar (1916: 441): kīdṛśaṃ lāvaṇyam? utprekṣate—agninā śaucaṃ śuddham
aṃśukaṃvastram iva. Mathurānāth Śāstrī only addresses a grammatical point in hismod-
ern gloss, for which see Parab (1948: 511).
30 Srivastava (1979: 45):agniśaucamaṃśukam—agninikṣiptaṃabhasmībhavat pratyutanir-
malaṃ bhavati. On the relative date of this author, see pp. 37–40 of the introduction. See
pp. 1–2 of the introduction for the other possible names of Bhūṣaṇa.
31 Miśra (1973: 24): agniśaucam aṃśukam—pāvakadvārā saṃskaraṇīyaṃ vastram. śrū-
yate—pūrvam etādṛśam api vastraṃ yad vahninā saṃskṛtam abhūt. tathā ca Durgāsa-
ptaśatyām “vahnir api dadau tubhyam agniśauce ca vāsasī” iti. yathā yathā kāmāgninā
dahyate, tathā tathā agniśaucaṃ vastram iva Kādambaryā lāvaṇyaṃ nirmalībhavatīti
bhāvaḥ.
32 It is quoted, or better said paraphrased, by Pūrṇasarasvatī (ca. late 14th to/or early 15th c.)
in his commentary called Rasamañjarī to the Mālatīmādhava of Bhavabhūti (Mahādēva
Śāstrī 1953: 511; for the date, see the introduction, p. xxiv).
33 Ghatage 1977: 390.
34 Joshi 1991: 2180.
35 The date is proposed by Yokochi (2004: 8), substantiated in n. 42 on pp. 21–23.
36 Coburn (1991: 56) translates (inadequately) as follows: “And Agni gave you two garments
purified by the fire himself.” I thank Somdev Vasudeva who pointed out to me that this
locus is discussed in Ray (1917: 184–185, 220–221) and that the author of this study did
in fact posit that the cloth in question is asbestos. However, the path through which he
arrived to this hypothesis requires several leaps of faith, see pp. 184–185: “TheMārkaṇḍeya
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Abhinanda’s Rāmacarita (middle of the 9th c.) describes a multitude of
agniśaucāṃśuka tentswhich glow all the brighterwhenpurified by the fire that
engulfs Laṅkā (23.3cd).37
Ratnākara’s epic, the Haravijaya (second half of the 9th c.), mentions the
miraculous cloth twice, in verses 28.83 and 30.86.38 In the first instance we are
told that the cloth’s purification in fire takes place gradually. The gloss of Alaka,
the 12th-century commentator, is perhaps more noteworthy, because here the
word seems to be treated as a technical term.39
Purān furnishes among others a remarkable statement regarding an incombustible cloth
apparently much prized in ancient times. It was a wearing apparel which could be puri-
fied by fire. I have not found any reference to this kind of fabric in any other work. […]
I give the explanation of agni-śuchi vāsa of the Chaṇḍī Māhātmya of the Mārkaṇḍeya
Purān for what it is worth. I shall, however, draw the reader’s attention to the remarkable
conception of the Māhātmya, describing how the valiant Asuras were killed in succes-
sive battles by a lady with her women soldiers fighting on behalf of the Suras. I take the
Asuras, asmany do, to have beenAssyrians, amongwhom therewereKālakā andKālakeyā
troops (Chap. 80). The latter are taken to have been the Chaldeans with whom the Indo-
Aryans were acquainted. It is well known that the ancient Egyptian priests used to value
incombustible fabrics made of asbestos. […] If we treat the account as a piece of chron-
icle, and I do not know why we should not, we can understand how the Asura king got
the incombustible dress.” More sober and to the point is the passage on p. 221: “That the
robe was rare and highly prized is evident from the context; and whatever the stuff was,
it was neither vegetable nor animal. The only fibrous material indestructible by fire and
suited for spinning is the mineral asbestos, especially the variety known as Amianth. For-
merly in Europe asbestos was mixed with flax before spinning, the vegetable fibre being
then eliminated from the finished fabric by calcination. At the present time asbestos is
spun direct into yarn, and the yarn is woven into fabrics as incombustible table-cloths,
and garments for fire-brigade men, etc. It is quite likely that the ‘fire-purified’ garment
was no other than a similar stuff. A fibrous variety of asbestos is found in many parts of
India, and ropes are made in Afghanistan. Whether the incombustible robe was made
somewhere in India or imported from Egypt where priests used to wear asbestos cloth
remains an open question.” To the last sentence, Ray adds this note: “The word asbestos
if Sanskritized would be perhaps Asprishṭa—untouched (by fire). Asbestos has a similar
derivation.”
37 Rāmaswāmī (1930: 198): dhautatvam āsādya paraṃ virejus tatrāgniśaucāṃśukamaṇḍa-
paughāḥ ||. This Abhinandawas commonly associated with Devapāla of the house of Pāla
and thus assigned to the early 9th c., see the lengthy introduction in the referenced vol-
ume. However, more recently it has been accepted that the patron was one of Devapāla’s
sons and that therefore Abhinanda’s poetic activity falls in the middle of the 9th c., see
Tubb (2014: 388) citing Kosambi.
38 The Pune Dictionary notes only the first.
39 Durgâprasâd and Parab (1890: 368): agniśaucaṃ nāma sicayaṃ yasyāgnimadhye śuddhiḥ.
Also cf. n. 43, where we have °ākhyam. For the dates of Ratnākara and Alaka (or Allaṭa),
see Pasedach (2017: 1–3, 14).
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The Bālarāmāyaṇa of Rājaśekhara (early 10th c.) again simply alludes to the
motif that the agniśauca cloth becomes clean when burnt by fire (act 8, stanza
51).40
In Trivikramabhaṭṭa’s Nalacampū (early 10th c.) the cloth once again figures
in a list of gifts, this time by queen Priyaṅgumañjarī to the sage Damanaka,
who politely refuses to accept them with a series of clever if offensive puns. It
is noteworthy that the queen seemingly calls the cloth Chinese cloth (cīnāṃ-
śuka), normally a term denoting silk.41 I suspect that the author did not think
that the cloth was Chinese import, but that he needed to use the word for a
pun in the sage’s refusal (apācīnaṃ vāsas). Just as Benares cloth too became a
generic term (see n. 16 here), cīnāṃśuka here seems to mean silk or silky gar-
ment. As wewill see later, the agniśauca cloth is indeed reminiscent of silk, but
it is originally not a Chinese invention and was not manufactured in China in
the pre-Mongol period.42
40 Govinda Deva Śástri (1869: 237). Vidyasagara’s gloss (1884: 529–530) is unhelpful for the
matter at hand. One eagerly awaits H.N. Bhatt’s work to be published. For the dates, see
McCrea (2014: 416) citing De.
41 Tripāṭhī (1976: 157): […] analaśaucaṃ cīnāṃśukapaṭṭaparidhānayugalam […]. The com-
mentator Caṇḍapāla has nothing interesting to say on the word. For the date of Trivikra-
mabhaṭṭa, see Bhandarkar (1907–1908: 28). I also consulted an older edition (S’arma 1932),
but found nothing worth reporting.
42 I became aware of and gained access to the following learned note only after submitting
the present paper for peer review. In Doshi and Chandra (1980: 40) we read: “A very inter-
esting reference to asbestos cloth appears in the Parisista-parvan.While describing a Jaina
monk, Hemacandra observes that by his flaming fire of penance he reduced the sins of
his karma to ashes and purified his soul like the asbestos cloth which is cleansed by fire
(agnisaucamsuka). It is interesting to note here that the Vaijayanti also mentions a stuff
which is spelt as agnigauca, ga being misread for correct sa. It is further mentioned that
it was decorated with floral meanders (vakravalli). It is remarkable that in old Chinese
literature asbestos cloth is named as huo huan-pu ‘the cloth that can be cleaned by fire’,
whichwas correctly translated into Sanskrit as agnisauca. Pliny (xix, 1 (4), 19 seq.) ascribes
its origin to India. According to Chinese sources it was obtained from the hair of an ani-
mal which lived in fire and died in water, though later on it came to be known as ‘stone
wool’. Whatever the source of the origin of asbestos cloth might have been in ancient
times, there is little doubt that in the tenth-eleventh century China exported the stuff
to India. This is further supported by a reference in the Nalacampu of Trivikrama Bhatta
(Bombay, 1931) written in the early tenth century. Rsi Damanaka addresses Damayanti’s
mother thus: “Please receive this pair of Chinese silk (cinamsukapatta) that canbe cleaned
by fire (analasaucam), which is as white as a moonlight.” Here the Chinese origin of
asbestos cloth is quite clear.” According to the article, the source of this note isMoti Chan-
dra’smonograph Costumes, Textiles, Cosmetics andCoiffure in Ancient andMediaeval India
(Delhi: Oriental Publishers, 1973) which I cannot access at present. While I do not agree
with the author’s statement about the cloth being Chinese import, I concur with the gen-
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Somewhatmore intriguing are the loci in Somadeva’s Kathāsaritsāgara (sec-
ond half of the 11th c.).43 The word we are looking for appears in the author’s
reworking of the famous Nala narrative and it can be suspected that it was
inserted by none other than Somadeva himself, because the cloth is not named
thus in the previous versions. The Mahābhārata simply calls it divyam (for
which see n. 16 here), and Kṣemendra’s Bṛhatkathāmañjarī terms it somewhat
mysteriously as nāgāṃśuka, perhaps suggesting that the underlying material
was shed snakeskin.44 ForNala is gifted the agniśauca cloth by the snakeKārko-
ṭaka, after it bites him in spite of the fact that our hero helped him. It is impor-
tant to note that this help consisted of bringing the snake away fromnear a fire.
Affixed to the complete English translation we find the following note, which
will become relevant later:45
In Prester John’s letter quoted by Baring-Gould, CuriousMyths of theMid-
dle Ages, new edition, p. 43, we find: “In one of our lands, hight Zone,46
are worms called in our tongue Salamanders. These worms can only live
in fire, and they build cocoons like silk-worms, which are unwound by the
ladies of our palace, and spun into cloth and dresses, which are worn by
our Exaltedness.These dresses, in order to be cleansed andwashed, are cast
into flames.”
Willem Bollée’s learned encyclopaedia of keywords in the Kathāsaritsāgara
does not solve the mystery and according to his testimony neither does Nalini
Balbir’s French translation.47
eral point of the passage (which, however, is full of echoes of Laufer 1915), although I have
reached a similar conclusion through another route.
43 Durgâprasâd, Parab and Paṇsikar (1915: 292, 294). The term occurs twice in the Alaṃkāra-
vatīlambaka, taraṅga 6.351 (agniśaucākhyaṃ […] vastrayugaṃ) and stanza 411 (agniśau-
caṃ […] vastrayugalaṃ).
44 S’ivadaṭta and Parab (1901: 539–540). Budhasvāmin’s Bṛhatkathāślokasaṃgraha does not
use this narrative. A later retelling of the story, Vāmanabhaṭṭabāṇa’s Nalābhyudaya (first
half of the 15th c.) reverts to the adjective of the Mahābhārata, see Gaṇapati Sâstrî 1913:
43, stanza 8.16.
45 Penzer (1925: 245–246); emphasis in italics original. A convenient introduction to the fig-
ure of Prester John is Silverberg (1972). For Prester John’s salamanders also see Büttner
(2004: 52).
46 This does not make sense. The eclectic English antiquarian, the Reverend Baring-Gould
(Penzer is referring to the second edition of his extremely popular work, that from 1867)
is evidently amateurishly translating a to me unknown German translation of the Latin,
which I saw in Büttner (2004: 52): In alia quadamprovincia iuxta torridam zonam sunt ver-
mes, […]. For the only way iuxta torridam zonam can become “hight [=called] Zone” is if
we posit a German intermediate along the lines of “nahe der heißen Zone.”
47 Bollée (2015: 24): agni-śauca (not [in] M[onier-]W[illiams]) ‘bright like fire’ (Ghatage
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Kalhaṇa’s chronicle, the Rājataraṅgiṇī (1148–1149 ce), contains three occur-
rences (of which the first is a synonym):48 hariṇī […] hutāśaśaucā (5.15), agni-
śauceṇakānām (6.364), agniśaucaḥ […] sāraṅgaḥ (8.3024). None of these three
instances describe a cloth, or for that matter a worm, but some kind or deer
or antelope. We are told that these animals clean themselves in fire. As noted
by Stein (to 5.15), one of his manuscripts had the following marginal note:
agniśaucānāṃ mṛgāṇāṃ agninā lomaśuddhiḥ agniśaucavasanavat, as well as
hutāśenāgninā śaucaṃ śuddhir yasyāḥ sā hutāśaśaucā. hariṇī mṛgī iva yathā sā
agnau prakṣiptadehā satī śuddhalomā bhavati tadvat. Which is to say that our
learned glossator saw a parallel—but perhaps not a causal link—between the
cloth and the fur of the animal (note:mṛga), inasmuch as both are cleansed in
fire.
Hemacandra’s (1088/9–ca. 1172 ce) Triṣaṣṭiśalākāpuruṣacaritra (1149–1162
ce), one of his late works, describes in a prophecy that the subject Marīci will
become purified by the fire of contemplation, just like the agniśauca cloth.49
Hemacandra uses a similar image in his Pariśiṣṭaparvan (1162–1172 ce).50
[1977]), snake gives garments called ~ to Nala 56,351 (T[awney and] P[enzer] iv 245 “fire-
bleached” with note; O[céan des ]R[ivières de ]C[ontes of N. Balbir] 642: “[vêtements]
ils s’appellent ‘purification par le feu’ ”). For a review, see Silk (2020). Bollée must have
consulted an edition of Monier-Williams which did not contain the appendix (see n. 12
above). I should perhaps point out that the Purāṇic Encyclopaedia too was uninformative
when discussing this locus (Mani 1975: 17).
48 For translations and notes, see Stein (1892–1900: i.187, i.265, ii.238). The text and notes
are in iii.72, 104, 277. Stein also refers to the Brahmavaivartapurāṇa, which I read in a
later print with a slightly different stanza numeration (Marāṭhe and Rānaḍe 1935). This
is a rather late text. Here, as in the Nāradapañcarātra, too we find the fire-cloth as orna-
ments onhouses and chariots: vahniśaucāṃśukai ramyaiḥ […] virājitān […] gṛhān (p. 449),
ratham […] sūkṣmakāṣāyavastreṇa vahniśuddhena bhūṣitam (p. 459), ratham […] vahniśu-
ddhāṃśukānvitam (p. 460). Perhaps the only noteworthy instance is vasanaṃ vahniśau-
caṃ ca nirmitaṃ Viśvakarmaṇā (p. 474), suggesting divine origin, the work of Viśvaka-
rman.
49 Śrīcaraṇavijaya (1990: 144), stanzas 1.6.375–376: dukūlam iva paṅkena niḥśvāseneva darpa-
ṇaḥ | karmaṇā malino ’muṣya jīvaḥ samprati varttate || śukladhyānāgnisaṃyogād agni-
śaucam ivāṃśukam | jātyaṃ suvarṇam iva ca sa kramāc chuddhim eṣyati ||. This is trans-
lated in Johnson (1931: 352–353) as: “Now, his soul goes stainedwith karma like a fine cloth
with mud, or a mirror by the breath. He will attain enlightenment gradually from contact
with the fire of pure meditation, like a cloth pure from fire, like pure gold.”
50 Jacobi (1891: 182, 1932: 166), stanzas 6.90–91: sa khaḍgadhārātīkṣṇena vratena vratināṃ
varaḥ | ātmano dārayām āsa dāruṇān karmakaṇṭakān || tapogninātidīpreṇa dagdhvā ka-
rmamahāmalam | agniśaucāṃśukam iva sa ātmānam aśodhayat ||. Fynes (1998: 132): “An
excellentmonk,with a vowof asceticismas sharp as sword, he tore out the dreadful thorns
of karma from his soul. The brightly flaming fire of his asceticism burnt the heap of dirt
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Govardhana’s (ca. 1200 ce) Āryāsaptaśatī builds a simile around our word
in a stanza (466) that merits quotation in full:51
yat khalu khalamukhahutavaha-
vinihitam api śuddhim eva param eti |
tad analaśaucam ivāṃśukam
iha loke durlabhaṃ prema ||
The published English translation interprets this as follows:52
That supreme love, which obtains purity when falling into the fire of a
rogue’smouth, is as rare to findhere in thisworld as a blouse that becomes
white in fire.
The translator ventures to explain the poetic image, in my view unsuccessfully,
in a note.53 Another translation, in an unpublished thesis is better:54
That which itself truly attains purity, even when placed in the fire of a
wicked person’s mouth … that is highest love—difficult to obtain here in
this world, like a garment (which obtains) cleansing from burning.
which was his karma, and he purified his soul, like a white cloth purified by fire.” For the
dates, see Jacobi (1891: 11), citing Bühler (1889). Also see n. 42 here.
51 Durgāprāsad, Parab and Paṇs’īkar (1934: 191). Ananta, the commentator is not very help-
ful for our problem. He merely notes that we know of such a cloth from Purāṇas: vahner
analaśaucaṃ vastradvayam astīti purāṇaprasiddhiḥ. He is most likely referring to the
Mārkaṇḍeyapurāṇa, see n. 31 here. A 19th-century commentator is somewhat more fanci-
ful, imagining the cloth as made of gold fibre or as being incombustible because of some
divine nature, seeMisra (1931: 233): […] analena agnidāhena śuddhaṃpūrvarūpādhikarū-
pam aṃśukaṃ vastraṃ suvarṇasūtramayaṃ yadvā ’gninā ’dāhyaṃ devalokaprasiddhaṃ
tad […].
52 Hardy (2009: 183).
53 Hardy (2009: 305): “Just as the blouse turns into black ashes, a love that is mentioned
or talked about by a rogue becomes tainted and impure. This may be a general com-
ment: as soon as a love-affair becomes public knowledge and is being gossiped about,
it can hardly survive. Or specific, as censure of an unfaithful lover: don’t talk about
“love” to me, in your mouth known for its lies the word itself becomes dirty.” Emphasis
in bold original. It should be mentioned that these were Hardy’s draft notes recovered
for the publication after his death, therefore not necessarily bearing the author’s impri-
matur.
54 Minakakis (2011: 259). Here the stanza number is 465.
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The other sources listed in the dictionary—I checked the Skandapurāṇa55
and Dhanapāla’s Tilakamañjarī56—are again not very revealing.
More references could be added to the Pune headword, but one of the
most significant works of Hindu literature, theMokṣopāya, the older version of
the text known as the Yogavāsiṣṭha, deserves special mention. This mid 10th-
century philosophicalmagnum opus too mentions the word and the commen-
tator’s gloss is not without interest.57
The occurrences taken together seem to suggest that the agniśauca cloth is
something rare and precious, worthy of being an expensive gift, that it is white
(rarely: yellow) and shiny, that it has an ornamental value, and that as its name
shows it is cleansed (gradually) in or by fire without being burned.
6 Further Buddhist Sources
While we have breathless admiration for the editors of the Pune Dictionary, in
this instance they ignored Buddhist literature completely, although the solu-
tion is to be found there.
55 That is to say, the Skandapurāṇa as known to the Pune lexicographers. Their reference is
to the late (17th c.?) Nāgarakhaṇḍa, the sixth Khaṇḍa of the v.s. 1967 (1910 ce) Venkatesh-
vara Steam Press (Bombay) print overseen by Kṣemarāja Śrīkṛṣṇadāsa. The Revākhaṇḍa
attributed to the Skandapurāṇa (Giri 1994) has three further equally unrevealing refer-
ences (34.36, 39.16, 63.20). I thank Peter Bisschop for correcting an error in a previous
version of this note aswell as for providing the conjectureddate of theNāgarakhaṇḍa. The
hitherto published portions of the Ur-Skandapurāṇa (an e-text is available here: https://
www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/research/research‑projects/humanities/the‑skandapurāṇa
‑project#tab‑4) does not contain the word in question.
56 Bhavadatta S’āstrī and Parab (1938). This work was written for the Paramāra king Bhoja
who reigned ca. 1000–1055 ce, see Dezső (2012: 74).
57 Krause-Stinner, Krause and Stephan (2019: 106): sādhusaṅgamaśuddhātmā śāstrārtha-
parimārjitaḥ | prājño bhāty uddhṛtaṃvahner agniśaucam ivāṃśukam || 16 || The text of the
commentary: śāstreṇa parimārjitaḥ śuddhīkṛtaḥ saḥ śāstrārthaparimārjitaḥ | kānicid va-
strāṇi kenacid auṣadhādinopalipyāgnaukṣiptāni santi | nirmalībhavanti | teṣāmevāgniśau-
cakam iti nāma ||. The daṇḍa after santi is surely an error, because we should read this as
a neuter plural present participle and not a plural third person indicative. Bhāskaraka-
ṇṭha’s note betrays both some familiarity with the matter (awareness of how the cloth
is cleansed even adding the element of an additional substance, treating the word as a
technical term), but also some uncertainty (‘some cloth’, ‘some kind of medicinal herb
etc.’). For the date of the Mokṣopāya, see Hanneder (2004: 40–53). For the date of Bhā-
skarakaṇṭha, late 17th c. rather than the usually held 18th c., see Sanderson (2007: 422).
For some of the unique features of theMokṣopāya, see for example Hanneder (2004: 2–4,
90–114).
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One important example, althoughnot the one throughwhich I arrived at the
solution, is the *Bhadrapālaśreṣṭhiparipṛcchā, no. 39 in theMahāratnakūṭa [大
寶積經] collection. Here “fire-washed cloth” is mentioned as one of the many
types of garmentsworn by thewives of merchants in Bhadrapāla’s splendid ret-
inue.58 The Chinese火浣布 is a perfect semantic cognate of agniśaucavastra,
and it is a widely used term for asbestos cloth. The translator, the Gandhāran
monk *Jñānagupta [闍那崛多 or 志德], arrived in China around 559 ce and
thus flourished in the second half of the 6th c. This might therefore be the ear-
liest datable and uncontroversial occurrence of the term in India.
Next to the Kāraṇḍavyūhasūtra and the *Bhadrapālaśreṣṭhiparipṛcchā, at
least two more sources merit special attention.
The first is Kambala’s Ālokamālā (ca. 8th c.), a philosophical work, where
stanza 98 reads thus:59
agniśaucā mṛgā vahnim aśnanti viṣamūṣikāḥ |
viṣaiś ca na vipadyante jīvitāntakarair api ||
According to Lindtner’s interpretation:60
“Fire-pure” antelopes devour fire, mice [eat] poison—still they are not
killed even though these [kinds of] poison are deadly [to other living
beings]!
Here once again, as in the Rājataraṅgiṇī, we have animals, not a cloth, and the
animal is termedmṛga. The commentary, which survives only in Tibetan trans-
lation, adds that these miraculous animals live in a certain country, cleanse
themselves in fire, and eat fire.61
58 T310, vol. 11, p. 608, c, l. 6. The Tibetan (Tōhoku no. 83, 72a) has mes sbyangs pa’i gos as
an equivalent. For an English translation of the Tibetan, see Liljenberg and Pagel (2020:
section 1.9). The English given here is “garments purified with fire.”
59 Lindtner (1985: 152). The text printed by Lindtner is problematic in the second quarter,
where he reads viṣaṃmūṣikāḥ. However, the manuscript (for the time being the only one
available, Tōkyō University Library no. 59 / old no. 350, folio 9v) has the metrically correct
viṣamūṣikāḥ. This seems to be yet another class of mysterious animals, but this should not
concern us now. The term occurs in medical literature (see Meulenbeld 1999–2002), but
never as a term for any animal.
60 Lindtner (1985: 153). The rendering “mice [eat] poison” can be dismissed in light of n. 59
just above.
61 Tōhoku no. 3896, 82b–83a: gzhan yang | ri dvags me mdag ces bya ba la sogs pa smos te |
yul kha cig na ri dvags me mdag ces bya ba mes dri ma med par ’gyur la | gzhan dag ni sreg
go | de bzhin du de dag me za’i gzhan dag ni ma yin no ||. This roughly translates as: “Fur-
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The second Buddhist work is the Dharmadhātustava attributed to Nāgā-
rjuna. Until very recently this text was thought lost in the original, with only
very few of the Sanskrit verses surviving in testimonia, including the stanzas
we will examine.62 Since then a manuscript had been found in China and
published by Liu in 2015. My original gateway to the solution, stanzas 20–21
read:63
agniśaucaṃ yathā vastraṃmalinaṃ vividhair malaiḥ |
agnimadhye yathākṣiptaṃmalaṃ dagdhaṃ na vastratā ||
evaṃ prabhāsvaraṃ cittaṃmalinaṃ rāgajair malaiḥ |
jñānāgninā malaṃ dagdhaṃ na dagdhaṃ tat prabhāsvaram ||
Seyfort Ruegg translated the verse more or less correctly:64
Le feu étant pureté, quandun vêtement souillé par des impuretés diverses
est placé dans le feu, ce sont les impurités qui sont brûlées et non point
le vêtement en soi (vastratā); pareillement le citta lumineaux est souillé
par les impuretés de la concupiscence, etc., et c’est l’ impureté qui est
alors brûlée par le feu de la Gnose ( jñāna) et non point ce [citta] qui est
lumineux.
However, because he uncritically accepted Carelli’s inferior reading agniḥ
śaucaṃ, he begins the translation with an expression (“Le feu étant pureté,”)
which is difficult to construe with the rest. On the other hand, to the transla-
tion he added a remarkably intuitive note: “S’agit-il d’un vêtement fait de fibres
d’amiante pouvant être nettoyé par le feu?”
ther, [the author] states [the verse] beginningwith agniśaucāmṛgāḥ. In a certain country
there are beasts called agniśauca, who become free of dirt by fire, whereas other [crea-
tures would] burn [in fire]. In the same way, they also eat fire, whereas other [creatures]
do not.” The present versionmay be an erroneous transmission of *mes dag. Normally,me
mdag stands for charcoal (aṅgāra), cf. Chandra (1993: 1425), Negi (2003: 4479). Inwhat fol-
lows, the commentator’s text has dug gi byi ba, substantiating the metrically correct but
semantically obscure viṣamūṣikāḥ.
62 Carelli (1941: 66), re-edited by Sferra (2006: 188). It is important to note that Carelli’s
reading is faulty: for agniśaucaṃ it reads agniḥ śaucam, which affected Seyfort Ruegg’s
interpretation in 1971, which is cited just below.
63 I used Sferra’s edition of the testimony. Liu (2015: 12) has the same as above, save one
minor difference: yathā kṣiptaṃ. The Tibetan translation of the verses is critically edited
on pp. 32–33; here we readme yis dag pa’i gos.
64 Seyfort Ruegg (1971: 466).
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The simile of the Dharmadhātustava is also found in late Khotanese
(ca. 700–1000 ce), where the name for our cloth is a Sanskrit loanword.65
Nāgārjuna is very likely not the author of these verses, so for the dating we
must turn to the Chinese translations.66 The passage concerning us already
occurs in Amoghavajra’s [不空金剛] translation (ca. 765 ce), but *Dānapāla’s
[施護] rendering (ca. 1015–1019 ce) was to me the more revealing one. Amo-
ghavajra’s translation already suggests that we are dealing with a fire-cleansed
cloth (火洗 […] 衣),67 but *Dānapāla uses a term that was already familiar
to Chinese readers for at least six centuries, and which we have seen in the
*Bhadrapālaśreṣṭhiparipṛcchā as well:火浣布, i.e. asbestos.68
The hymn and, by implication, the simile were quite popular with Tibetan
authorities. The verses are quoted e.g. in ’Gos Lotsawa Gzhon nu dpal’s (1392–
1481 ce) commentary to the Uttaratantra, a noteworthy piece of exegesis stud-
ied by Mathes. His translation of the verses figure both in the preface and the
main body,69 but he does not offer any comments, therefore it can be suspected
that the image remained obscure to him.
Somewhat earlier, the Karmapa iii Rang byung rdo rje (1284–1339 ce) wrote
a commentary on the Dharmadhātustava, a work that has been studied and
translated by Brunnhölzl. His translation of the root verses does not evidently
lead us to the real import.70 However, he seems to be on right track when he
renders the commentary thus:71
65 Maggi (2007) v. 78 has […] agnaśauca vāsta […], with the translation on p. 209 where the
reading agnaśauca is corrected to agniśauca on p. 215. But the interpretation is simply ‘a
fabulous garment’.
66 The attribution too is late. Amoghavajra’s translation claims it was written by one *Kṣiti-
garbha, see Liu (2015: xxvi); also see xxviii–xxxii and 66–68 for an earlier Chinese version
of questionable authority.
67 T413, vol. 13, p. 790, b, l. 22; Liu (2015: 49).
68 T1675, vol. 13, p. 754, c, l. 21 and l. 24; Liu (2015: 60).
69 Mathes (2008: ix, 249): “Like cloth purified by fire, / [That is,] when one puts [a cloth] /
Sullied with various stains over a fire, / The stains are burnt but not the cloth, / Similarly,
with the luminous mind, / Sullied with stains arisen from desire, / The stains are burnt by
wisdom / But not the luminous [mind].” Mathes also gives the Sanskrit (521, n. 1429) with
the reading agniśaucaṃ, pointing out that Seyfort Ruegg’s reading is different (i.e. that
he accepted Carelli’s text) and his interpretation (“Le feu étant pureté,”) is “syntactically
problematic.”
70 Brunnhölzl (2007: 119): “A garment thatwaspurgedby fire /Maybe soiledby various stains.
/ When it’s put into a blaze again, / The stains are burned, the garment not. / Likewise,
mind that is so luminous / Is soiled by stains of craving and so forth. / The afflictions burn
in wisdom’s fire, / But its luminosity does not.” It is evident that he understood tat prabhā-
svaram as a compound.
71 Brunnhölzl (2007: 231); bold emphasis of lemmata original.
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[Take a piece of] cotton that was cleansed by fire, or, a garment that
is made of asbestos, which then becomes tainted by stains. Through
putting it into a blaze, the stains are burned and the garment becomes
pure, being as shiny as before. […]
To this he added the following endnote,72 a display of learned intuition, in spite
of the fact that he chose the wrong Sanskrit term, as khaṭikā does indeedmean
“chalk”:
Skt. khaṭikā, Tib. rdo rgyus. Monier Williams has “chalk” and Bod rgya
tshigmdzod chenmo says “amineral that, when beaten, becomes like vul-
ture downs.” All this matches the features of asbestos, which is a white,
fibrous mineral that is fire-resistant and can easily be spun into yarn (see
also Webster’s International Dictionary, p. 126). rt (p. 633) also has rdo
rgyus, Döl (p. 142) has rdo dreg (pitch).73
What is furthermore quite remarkable about this note is that here we have two
Tibetans in the 14th century glossing the “clothwashed in fire”with twoobscure
words which must be names of minerals (rdo).
Indeed, there is a slight possibility that ‘fire-cleansed’ could also have
referred to a kind of stone. The passage in question is from the Vajramālā-
bhidhāna, a long and important scripture of the Guhyasamāja tradition with
a history that is not very well understood. The original Sanskrit is lost, but
the verse we are interested in is found in quotation in Candrakīrti’s Pradīpo-
ddyotana (9th c.).74 The stanza eulogises a fundamental tantric practice called
svādhiṣṭhāna:75
ratnam anyan na cāstīha svādhiṣṭhānād ṛte mahat |
prabhāsvaraviśuddhaṃ ced vahniśuddho maṇir yathā ||
Wayman translated this as follows:
72 Brunnhölzl (2007: 391, n. 670).
73 Brunnhölzl is referring to rt = Rong ston Śākya rgyal mtshan’s (1367–1449 ce) and Döl =
Dol po pa Shes rab rgyal mtshan’s (1292–1361 ce) commentaries. For the latter, now see
Mochizuki 2008, where the gloss is on p. 29.
74 Chakravarti (1984: 17). The verse is 59.41 in the Vajramālābhidhāna, at least in the numer-
ation of Kittay (2011: 720).
75 The verse is discussed inWayman (1977: 2, 22, 330).
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There is no jewel in this world so great as the Svādhiṣṭhāna, if purified by
the Clear Light like a gem cleansed by fire.
Healsonotes inhis discussion that a commentator, Bhavyakīrti, understood the
gem as gold.76 The exegete must, it appears, have gold ore in mind. Of course,
the semantic range of maṇi (and for that matter ratna), just like mṛga (see
below), is much wider than commonly assumed. Gold ore therefore sounds
like a perfectly plausible interpretation. However, it could well be the case that
Bhavyakīrti ii (or the Tibetan translation) is wrong. For asbestos fibre does
indeed come from a mineral.
7 Asbestos (and Fire-Rat or Salamander)
Asbestos is in fact a generic term, as it covers six kinds of silicate minerals. The
mineral is processed until fibres are obtained which are then woven. Its use
goes back at least 4,500 or 5,000 years, as archaeological evidence shows that
inhabitants of Lake Juojärvi region in East Finland used asbestos to strengthen
pots and utensils, whereas onCyprus it was used for themanufacture of i.a. cre-
mation cloths and lamp wicks.77 The archaeological evidence for ancient uses
is not limited to Europe. Recent finds show its presence ca. 4,000 or 3,500 years
ago in Central Thailand, although the questionwhether it was locally produced
or imported has, at least to my knowledge, not been settled yet.78 The oldest
description we are aware of is from ancient Greece, a lost work of Sotakos of
Karystos (ca. end of 4th c. bce or later) summarised in Appolonius in the 2nd
c. bce. The Englishword too is of course Greek in origin (ἄσβεστος, “unquench-
able” or “inextinguishable”), although this was not the only and not even the
oldest designation used for it in the AncientWorld.79
There is a vast amount of scholarship on this topic, including examinations
of its intellectual history,80 but this is not the place to even summarise the plot.
The study at the heart of the issue as far as Eurasia is concerned is Berthold
Laufer’s magisterial essay, “Asbestos and Salamander. An Essay in Chinese and
76 Tōhoku no. 1793: 117b–118a of volume ki (the [sub-]commentary stretches across two vol-
umes): […]mes sbyangs pa’i gser bzhin du […]. I understand this author to be Bhavyakīrti
ii, not the Herukābhidhāna exegete Bhavyakīrti i, see Szántó (2012: 43).
77 Ross and Nolan (2003: 449), citing a variety of sources.
78 Cameron (2000). A recent find in Java is discussed in Cameron et al. (2015).
79 Büttner (2004: 24–29).
80 An excellent source is the already mentioned work of Büttner (2004).
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Hellenistic Folk-lore,” published in 1915. Hirth (1885: 249–252) andWylie (1897)
had already dealt with Chinese material regarding asbestos, and these were
pioneering works, but Laufer’s overview and analysis is quite simply breath-
taking.81 Here we can only summarise the most imporant facts.
The Ancient Greek sources show that while people were impressed with the
material’s qualities, they did not think that asbestos was in any way of super-
natural origin, as they were familiar with how it was manufactured. However,
this knowledge eventually became lost. As for China, asbestos was originally
not produced there, since all early references to it are in the context of tribute
brought by embassies from theWest. Chroniclers of the Later Han were aware
that it was produced in what they called ‘Greater Qin’ [大秦], that is to say the
eastern provinces of the Roman Empire. However, at least since the 4th c., a
remarkable connection appears: the Chinese start believing that the material
is animal fur. This remarkable beast is referred to as either ‘the white rodent’
[白鼠] or ‘the fire-rat’ [火鼠], which was able to withstand fire. The motif was
widespread.82 Fascinatingly, on the other side of the Eurasian landmass, a simi-
lar belief emerges, but here the fur is that of themythical beast, the salamander.
By the Mongol Period, the Chinese gained (or, as some argue, re-gained)
knowledge of the mineral provenance of asbestos. The Great Khan Kublai had
a lucrative mine, which is described by Marco Polo. His fascinating account
merits more than just a passing mention, so I will quote it in full:83
The waymoreover of making salamanders is this. For I tell you that when
one has dug from the mountains some of that vein of which you have
heard, and one has torn it and broken it up, it is twisted together and
makes threads like wool. And therefore when one has this vein he has
81 Yet more data and analysis is provided in Laufer (1919: 498–501). Also see Needham (1959:
655–662).
82 It occurs for example in the Japanese classic fairy-tale, the 10th-century ‘Tale of the Bam-
boo Cutter.’ The heroine, Princess Kaguya, sets tasks to five suitors. Among these, the
third has to bring the fur of the legendary fire-rat [火鼠の裘] from China. The suitor—
obliging to the narrative motif of ‘the impossible task’—does not obtain the real animal,
and his fake is soon revealed by a test of fire. See the text of Taketori Monogatari [竹取物
語]. Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1929, at http://etext.virginia.edu/japanese/taketori/AnoTake
.html. For a translation, see Keene (1956).
83 Moule and Pelliot (1938: 156–158). I removed some of the formatting. This is a so-called
composite translation of the many and multilingual sources of the Description of the
World. The introduction to the passagementions thatMarco Polo did not witness the pro-
cess himself, but relied on the account of one Çulfikar (i.e. Ḏū-ʾl-faqār), a Turk merchant,
whom he deemed ‘very knowing and […] trustworthy.’ Also see Pelliot (1959–1973: 1.611),
Büttner (2004: 58–60) and Vogel (2013: 62–63).
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it dried in the sun; and then when it is dry he has it pounded in a great
copper mortar; and then when it is pounded he has it washed with water,
and only that thread like wool of which I have told you stays on the top
of the water, and all the earth clinging there, which is worthless, falls off,
goes to the bottom of the water, & is thrown away. Then this threadwhich
is like wool, he has it well spun like wool and then he has it woven& cloth
or towels & mantles made of it, which we say are of salamander. And
when the towels are made I tell you that they are not at all quite white,
and they are brown when they are taken from the loom. But when they
wish tomake themwhite they put them in the fire and leave them to stay
there a space of an hour, and when it is taken out the towel becomes very
white like snow. And whenever these salamander towels have any soil or
stain one puts them in fire and leaves them there a space and they are not
burnt up nor hurt but become white like snow; & in that way they keep
them pure & clean. And this is the truth of the making of the salamander
which I have told you, no other. I have seen it with my eyes put into the
fire & come back very white. And those of the country tell it in this way
themselves, but of the salamander serpent which is said to live in the fire
I heard nothing in the parts of the east; and all the other things which are
said of it, that it is an animal, are lies and fables. And again I tell you that
there is a towel of it at Rome which the great Kaan sent to the Apostle for
a very great present when he sent him the two brothers for ambassadors,
and for this reason the holy napkin of our Lord Master Jesus Christ (may
he be blest!) was put inside it, and on this towel were written in letter of
gold these words, Tu es Petrus et super hanc petram edificabo ecclesiam
meam.
While this is a perfectly genuine description, contemporaries and their descen-
dants were not impressed and probably simply put it down as yet another of Il
Milione’s lies and fables.84 The belief that asbestos is salamander fur held out
stubbornly into the Early Modern period.
84 Shockingly, the controversy over the genuineness of Marco Polo’s travels is still raging, see
Wood (1996). The latest scholarly rebuttal of Wood’s thesis is Vogel (2013, of which a good
review with thoughtful comments is Atwood 2015). See Vogel (2013: 5) on early sceptics.
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8 India
In my view the Indic evidence is a piece of the same puzzle. Based on the
descriptions of its properties and the Buddhist Sanskrit translations into Chi-
nese, theagniśauca cloth canhardlybe anythingbut asbestos.Thepuzzling fact
that the word agniśauca refers to animals too is now clear in light of the evi-
dence we have from outside India: themṛga so termed is essentially the Indian
sibling of the Chinese fire-rat/white rodent and the European/Middle Eastern
salamander.85
While there is no clear evidence from India that learned authors saw a con-
nection between the two, they must have done so, otherwise it is difficult to
explain why the same term, agniśauca, is used for both.
As for how Kambala’s and others’ mṛga appears as a deer or antelope in
Kalhaṇa, I can only cite the doyen of South Asia epigraphy, D.C. Sircar, who
in the introduction to his Aśokan Studieswrites:86
The next difficulty was that the Hindi Division of the Ministry [of Infor-
mation and Broadcasting] noticed some out of the many differences
between my interpretation of the edicts and their Hindi translation pre-
pared by another gentleman, and I was invited to a meeting at Professor
Radhakrishnan’s residence tomeet theHindi translator and a fewofficers.
There, at the outset, I drew the Professor’s attention to only one of the
points raised, inwhichmy translation of thewordmṛga as ‘an animal’ was
regarded as wrong and the meaning ‘a deer’ adopted by the Hindi trans-
lator was stated to be correct. Professor Radhakrishnan at once observed
thatmṛga is generally ‘an animal’ and particularly ‘a deer’ whereupon the
Secretary of the I. and B. Ministry pointed out that the context appears to
85 The cloth and the salamander also figure in Arabic literature. A few examples should suf-
fice. In Sykes (1915: 486–487), a napkin thrown into the fire for it to be cleaned is listed by
al-Ṭabarī (839–923 ce) among the miraculous riches of Khusrow ii. In King (2017: 57–58)
we are told that Arabs talked of al-samandal as a bird, sometimes confusing it with the
phoenix, or a small mammal, and that an itemmade from samandal “bird-skin” was sent
by the Pāla emperor Dharmapāla to the caliph al-Ma’mūn. On this, see below. See Levey
(1966: 56–58) for the magical properties of the salamander described in a toxicological
treatise from the mid-10th c. ce, using Indian materials. We also see the salamander as a
motif in Ottoman poetry (Andrews and Kalpaklı 2005: 96–97). The salamander is present
even in Rabbinical exegesis, see Reuven Chaim Klein’s “Salamandra and the Flames of
Hell,” an unpublished and undated draft essay here: https://www.academia.edu/1160220/
Salamandra_and_the_Flames_of_Hell (last accessed on May 16, 2020).
86 Sircar 1979: ix–x.
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support the secondmeaning. I politely replied that it was possible for me
only to follow my own ideas and not the opinion of the officer.
The semantic range ofmṛga is indeed large, sometimes encompassing even ele-
phants,87 but at least to my knowledge never predatory felines (note that the
lion is termed their lord,mṛgapati). It would seem thatmṛga can denote a large
class of undomesticated animals. Naturally,mṛga does indeed oftenmean deer
or antelope, which probably explains Kalhaṇa’s usage.
This could suggest that Indians at somepointwere aware of the concept that
the asbestos cloth is the fur of some kind of animal such as the salamander or
a rodent, and chose to name it by the most generic apposite term in Sanskrit,
mṛga.
If we look back at the passages I have dealt with in this paper and under-
stand ‘asbestos’ for the agniśauca cloth everywhere, the images suddenly start
making perfect sense. Because of its high resistance to temperature, asbestos
cloth can indeed be cleaned in fire, because the impurities soiling it will burn
away leaving the cloth intact.
Thus, Kādambarī is burned by the fire of love, but that makes her even
more beautiful. Because of this property, it is perfectly natural to assume some
kind of connection with the fire-god, hence it is apposite that it is Agni’s gift
in the Mārkaṇḍeyapurāṇa and elsewhere. It now makes perfect sense that
Kārkoṭaka’s gift in the Kathāsaritsāgara was asbestos, because he was taken
away from near a fire. Penzer’s suspicion that this was somehow related to
the salamander in Prester John’s account is now proven, as is Seyfort Ruegg
and Brunnhölzl’s intuition for the image in the Dharmadhātustava. Govardha-
na’s image too makes perfect sense. To turn the simile around: asbestos must
have been quite rare, just as that love which can withstand the fire that it will
find in the mouths of rogues. Thus, because it was rare, it was precious and
therefore suitable as a fine gift or to be imagined as worn as a splendid gar-
ment.
The fundamental problem of where and when exactly the idea of asbestos
being animal fur emerged cannot be solved at present. However, the fact
remains that it held out over a vast amount of geographical space and histori-
cal time. The present paper would have remained content with merely adding
India to the story of this remarkable cultural curiosity.
However, we can also discuss the hypothesis that asbestos manufacturing
continued at least in some parts of mediaeval India and that therefore the
87 Haraprasad Shastri (1919: 307–309).
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image of the agniśauca was not just poetic convention but common knowl-
edge. There is very good evidence that between ca. 800 and 1100 ce, the Pāla
Empire did possess the knowledge of asbestos manufacturing.
In the Arabic Book of Gifts andRaritieswe see a copy of a letter sent by the—
more likely:a—kingof India, Dahmī, to the seventhAbbasid caliph, al-Ma’mūn
(r. 813–833 ce).88 Accompanying this letterwas a series of gifts, including “three
small rugs (muṣallayāt) [with] their cushions (wasāʾid) stuffed with the feath-
ers of a bird called samandal, which, when thrown into fire, do not burn.” Some
authorities identify Dahmī with the Pāla emperor, Dharmapāla.89 However, in
an account hailing from the middle of the 9th c. and another from later, one of
the realms of India is still referred to as Dharma.90 By this time Dharmapāla’s
reign was over by at least four decades, and indeed, as most Pāla historians
believe, it probably ended even before 810 ce,91 earlier than the caliph’s assum-
ing the throne. It could be that Dahmī and related words were generic Arab
terms for the Pāla Empire, regardless of who the emperor was. For the period
coinciding with al-Ma’mūn’s reign the most likely candidate is Dharmapāla’s
very successful son, Devapāla. As for the gift, we can see that there were at
least three cushions to match the three rugs. This suggests something not of
unique rarity. In other words, thematerial, though rare and precious, was avail-
able in larger quantities. (Note that the near contemporary Pāla court poet,
Abhinanda, imagined many tents made of the stuff.) This suggests accessi-
bility to manufacture somewhere in the Pāla heartland or a conquered terri-
tory.
There is incontrovertible evidence from the first half of the 11th c. that at
least some people in South Asia (most likely in the Pāla realms) were aware
that asbestos came from a stone and thus probably knew how it was produced.
88 Qaddūmī (1996: 73–75).
89 King (2017: 57–58), perhaps following Qaddūmī.
90 MaqbulAhmad (1989: 9–12, 43–44), but also Sauvaget (1948: 13–14, 52–53).Other kingdoms
arenamed similarly: al-Jurz are theGurjaras, Balharā are theVallabhas (fromVallabharāya,
i.e. the Rāṣṭrakūṭas). Some variants include a different spelling, with r (i.e. Rahmī). If a
scribe of Arabic is not familiar with a foreign word, d can very easily become corrupted to
r. Other details too match the Pālas, e.g. their military conflict with the Gurjaras and the
Rāṣṭrakūṭas (the so-called tripartite struggle for the control of Kanauj) or their extensive
use of war elephants. The letter sent to the caliph mentions a large Buddha statue, and
the Pālas (styling themselves paramasaugata in their inscriptions) were major patrons of
Buddhism.
91 Bhattacharya (1988: 71). It should be noted that early Pāla chronology still poses difficult
problems.
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This piece of evidence is a passage in the Vimalaprabhā of Puṇḍarīka, a com-
mentary on the Laghukālacakratantra.92 The āryā verse reads thus:93
dagdhaṃ śikhinaiva śilā-
valkalasūtrāṃśukaṃ bhavati śuddham |
yadvat tadvat puṃsāṃ
prajñājñānena saccittam ||
Newman’s translation of the verse:94
Cloth of asbestos thread is purified just by burning it in fire. Likewise, the
noble mind of men is purified by wisdom-gnosis.
The term śilāvalkalasūtrāṃśukam (‘cloth [madeof] stone-bark-thread’) is note-
worthy, because it shows knowledge that the fibre is of mineral origin. A com-
pletely unstudied anonymous sub-commentary/vademecum, which is avail-
able only in Tibetan, adds:95
As for śilāvalkala, there is a certain stone, which if split down the middle
(or: stained/defiled) and burned, becomes free of impurities.
92 For the early history of this tradition, see Sferra (2005, 2015). As for the date of the
Vimalaprabhā, Newman (1998) argues that the tantra and the commentary were com-
pleted by ca. 1025–1040 ce. Sferra reasonably prefers a slightly earlier date and points out
several phases of development. The exact area where the Kālacakra system emerged is
unclear, but I think that the Pāla Empire is a very likely candidate.
93 Upadhyaya (1986: 6). The edition’s typesetting, prompted by a corruption in the previous
verse, is confusing here.
94 Newman (1987: 232). There are no notes to this remarkable image (and remarkably cor-
rect translation). Prof. Newman informs me that it was an educated guess informed by
the context and theMonier-Williams reference tomedical literature (personal communi-
cation, e-mail May 19, 2020). The Tibetan (Tōhoku no. 845, 4b &Tōhoku no. 1347, 110a) has
rdo dreg skud pa’i gos, using a term we already saw.
95 Tōhoku no. 1349, 52a: rdo dreg ni rdo ’ga’ zhig gi dbus su bags par ’gyur ba bsregs par gyur
pas dri ma med par ’gyur ro ||. Shortly after this passage, the way the cloth is purified is
also described: if soiled, it is smeared with butter and thrown into a big fire (rdo dreg gis
skud pa’i gos dri ma can ni mar gyis byugs pa me chen po la thal bar byas pa dri mamed pa
nyid du nye bar ’gro ba ji lta ba […]). For substances being applied to the cloth before it is
placed into fire, see here n. 57. The translation dates from the first half of the 14th c. as the
translator was Dpang lo Blo gros brtan pa (1276–1342 ce). The sub-commentary *Padminī
(Tōhoku no. 1350, 95a: dper na rdo dreg gi skud pas byas pa’i gos ni me yi nang du bcug na
me yis dag par byed kyi tshig par mi byed pa ji lta ba […]) mentions only the way the cloth
is purified in fire.
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This is accurate knowledge about the asbestos mineral and its turning into
fireproof cloth.
However, apparently this knowledge was forgotten in India, too, albeit later
than elsewhere. Post-mediaeval authors,with the exception of Bhāskarakaṇṭha
(see n. 57), do not display clear knowledge about the term;moreover, the litera-
ture which ought to talk about asbestos, rasaśāstra, is, as far as I can tell, silent.
The only termwe can find here is kauśeyāśman (‘silk-stone’), very likely a neol-
ogism, as it appears only in modern works.96
For the sake of convenience, here is a timeline of themost important datable
Indic attestations of agniśauca and synonyms in the mediaeval period:
1. TheKāraṇḍavyūhasūtra (late 4thor early 5th c.?) canbe suspected tohave
contained the term agniśaucavastra as a gift item.
2. *Jñānagupta (523–600 ce), after 559 ce, the date of his arrival in China,
translates an unknown Sanskrit word (most likely *agniśaucavastra)
meaning a splendid garment in the *Bhadrapālaśreṣṭhiparipṛcchāwith火
浣布, already a standard name for asbestos.
3. Bhūṣaṇabhaṭṭa’s continuation to his father’s Kādambarī (second half of
the 7th c.) likens theheroine’s beauty burnedby the fire of love toagniśau-
cam aṃśukam.
4. The Dharmadhātustava (early 8th. c.?) likens the mind burned by gnosis
to the agniśaucaṃ vastram. Ca. 765 ce, Amoghavajra translates this as火
洗 […]衣.
5. The same image is used in the lateKhotanese Bookof Vimalakīrti (ca. 700–
1000 ce). The term is a Sanskrit loanword.
6. Kambala’s Ālokamālā (ca. 8th c.) mentions agniśaucāmṛgāḥwho eat fire
without being hurt.
7. The Mārkaṇḍeyapurāṇa’s Durgāsaptaśatī/Devīmāhātmya (ca. 8th c.)
mentions agniśauce vāsasī as a gift by the fire-god.
8. Sometime between 813–833 ce, a Pāla emperor sends a gift containing
asbestos to the seventh Abbasid caliph.
9. One generation later, themid-9th-c. Pāla court poet Abhinandamentions
maṇḍapas made of agniśaucāṃśuka in his Rāmacarita.
10. Candrakīrti (ca. 9th c.) quotes the Vajramālābhidhāna, which has vahni-
śuddho maṇiḥ, more likely gold ore than asbestos mineral.
11. Ratnākara’s Haravijaya (second half of the 9th c.) mentions agniśauca
and agniśaucaṃ vasanam in poetic images of purity.
96 Meulenbeld (1999–2002: iia, 640, 654).
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12. Rājaśekhara’s Bālarāmāyaṇa (early 10th c.) has agniśaucāṃśukāni, same
as above.
13. Trivikramabhaṭṭa’s Nalacampū (early 10th c.) has analaśaucaṃ cīnāṃ-
śukapaṭṭaparidhānayugalam as a gift.
14. The anonymous Kashmirian Mokṣopāya (middle of the 10th c.) uses the
purification of the agniśauca cloth as a simile for a learned man.
15. *Dānapāla (ca. 1015–1019 ce) translated the occurrence in the Dharma-
dhātustavawith the standard Chinese火浣布.
16. Dhanapāla’s Tilakamañjarī (early 11th c.) uses agniśaucasicaya as an
image of purity.
17. Puṇḍarīka’sVimalaprabhā (early 11th c.) calls the cloth śilāvalkalasūtrāṃ-
śukam, showing awareness that the fibre is of mineral provenance.
18. Somadeva’s Kathāsaritsāgara (second half of the 11th c.) has agniśaucā-
khyaṃ vastrayugam and agniśaucaṃ vastrayugalam as a gift to Nala by
Kārkoṭaka. The first perhaps suggests usage as a technical term.
19. Divākaracandra (ca. second half of the 11th c.) uses agniśaucavastra in a
nyāya expression in a tantric Buddhist ritual manual.
20. Kalhaṇa’s Rājataraṅgiṇī (1148–1149 ce) mentions antelopes cleansing in
fire thrice: hariṇī hutāśaśaucā, agniśauceṇakānāṃ, and agniśaucaḥ
sāraṅgaḥ.
21. Alaka (ca. 12th c.) glosses Ratnākara perhaps suggesting that it is a tech-
nical term: agniśaucaṃ nāma sicayam.
22. Hemacandra (1088–1172 ce) uses the image of agniśaucam aṃśukaṃ /
agniśaucāṃśukam as a simile for the Jainmeditator’s gradual purification
through the ‘fire’ of meditation.
23. Govardhana’s Āryāsaptaśatī (ca. 1200 ce) uses analaśaucamaṃśukam in
a simile about rare love.
24. The Jaina recension of the Siṃhāsanadvātriṃśikā (later than the 13th c.)
has vahnidhauta cloth as a gift accompanying a throne.
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Note
What I mean by ‘India’ in this paper is Sanskrit-writing Northern South Asia, a
shared space of ‘Hinduism’, Buddhism, Jainism, and many other communities.
Regretfully, I am ignorant of matters relating to the South and I expect valuable
observations from colleagues who are experts in those fields. I refer to periods
such as Early Modern purely as a matter of convenience; I am not suggesting
that these can be successfully applied to India.
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